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Advanced Rules

This rule book includes advanced rules that increase the 
depth of  strategy available for experienced players. These 
will appear in tinted boxes, just like this one. However, to 
help get into the game quickly, we recommend players skip 
over these rules for their first few games. 

 What You Need to Play
To play MoonstoneTM you will need:

•  2-4 players, each with their own collection of  Moonstone 
characters

• A 3’ by 3’ playing surface
• A copy of  this Rulebook
• A 21-Card Arcane Deck
• An 18-Card Combat Deck
• About 50 Blue Energy Tokens
• 7 Four-Sided Dice
• 1 Six-Sided Dice for each player
•  A Tape Measure or Set of  Precision Measuring Instruments

Introduction
MoonstoneTM is a character-driven fantasy skirmish game for 
2-4 players set in the mysterious world of  Tauber.

Alongside it’s human population, Tauber is inhabited by 
mischievous Faeries, trickster Goblins, gruff Gnomes, revolting 
Trolls and stoic Giants to mention just some of  the incredible 
biodiversity that call the place home.

The most precious resource known to the inhabitants of  
Tauber are the Moonstones, so called due to the way they 
emerge from the ground unpredictably during the night, only 

to be dissolved by the emerging sun. An enterprising leader 
can earn a king’s ransom by quickly rooting up the stones 
before the break of  dawn and trading them to the Wizards 
Guild in the capital.

Players of  MoonstoneTM must quickly assemble a troupe of  
adventures to set forth and collect the stones. Of  course as 
word quickly spreads, you may not be the only ones with 
your eyes on the prize and sadly bloody conflict is almost 
inevitable....

Game Definitions
Character – A unique inhabitant of  Tauber represented by both a model 
and a character card.
Target – Many abilities require you to choose a target. The target is 
any single model (friendly, enemy or even the originator) that fits the 
requirements listed in the ability, such as range or keyword.
Originator – A character that is currently using an ability with a target.
Range – All distances are measured in inches. Players can take 
measurements at any time and for any reason.
Within – The distance between the originator’s base (or other given point) 
and the nearest part of  the target’s base is equal to or less than the given 
range.
Entirely Within – The distance between the originator’s base (or other 
given point) and the furthest part of  the target’s base is equal to or less than 
the given range.
Pulse  – An area of  effect (AOE) that affects all models within a given 
range, including the originator.
Friendly – Characters you brought into the game.
Enemy – Characters brought into the game by another player.
Damage – A common effect that causes a player to fill in health boxes on 
the affected model’s character card. Damage always has a type: Impact, 
Piercing, Slicing or Magical, which can cause its value to be modified by 
other abilities or effects. Sometimes abbreviated to “Dmg”.
Wounds – Similar to damage, but cannot be modified in any way. 
Sometimes abbreviated to “Wds”.
Slain – A character that has filled in all their character card’s health boxes 
as a result of  wounds and must now be removed from the game.



Characters
Each character in Moonstone should be represented by a suitable 32mm scale miniature. 
They each also have their own stat card containing the following information:

Name: The Character’s Name.

Keywords: Describes the characters race and 
sometimes other attributes. Keywords have no 
direct affect but may be referenced by rules or 
character abilities.

Melee Stat: The number of  Combat Cards 
the character draws when fighting in a round 
of  Melee.

Melee Range: The maximum range an 
enemy must be within for this character to 
declare it as a target of  a Melee Attack action.

Passive Abilities: These are ‘always-on’ 
effects that apply bonuses or penalties to 
events that occur in the game.

Arcane Abilities: These are special abilities 
that can be taken as actions by discarding the amount of  energy noted in 
the brackets. The active player draws a number of  Arcane Cards equal to 
their Arcane Stat and selects one to determine the success or failure of  the 
action while another player ‘resists’. See page 10 for details.

Health Boxes: Each character has a certain number of  health boxes which represent the amount of  damage they can suffer before being slain. Each time 
the character suffers one or more wounds, the controlling player should fill in a corresponding number of  health boxes, starting from the right. When all 
health boxes are filled in, the character is slain. If  the character was carrying of  one or more Moonstones, the player who inflicted the fatal wounds should 
place those Moonstones (i.e. dice) in base contact with the slain model, displaying a depth value of  ‘1’. Then the model is removed from the board. It will 
take no further part in the game.

Arcane Stat: The number of  Arcane Cards this character draws when 
performing an Arcane Ability.

Faction Symbol: This indicates whether the 
character can be taken by Commonwealth (sun 
symbol), Dominion (moon symbol) or both 
(combined symbol)

Evade Stat: This represents how difficult it is for 
enemy characters to hit this model with a ranged 
attack by modifying the number of  Arcane Cards 
they draw.

Active Abilities: These are simple abilities that 
can be taken as actions by expending the amount 
of  energy noted in the brackets. See page 9 for 
details. 

Base Size: The diameter of  the base the character 
must be placed on.

Energy: Energy is a character’s main resource. It 
is discarded each time the character takes actions and is replenished at 
the start of  each turn during the replenish step. However as characters 
suffer wounds they begin to generate less energy. A character generates an 
amount of  energy equal to the number of  blue dots remaining on their 
energy chart.

Flintlock
Dagger: If this character deals Piercing Melee Dmg, 
increase the Dmg dealt by +1. 
             

Reload [Shoot Musket] (2)
The named ability can be used again. This ability cannot 
be used while this model is engaged.
“Look out!” (1) 6”
Target friendly character's Evade stat is reduced by -1 
until end of turn.
             

Shoot Musket (1) 12” - Once per game, unless reloaded m. 
3 X : Target suffers X+2 Impact Dmg.

Catastrophe : This model suffers 2 Wds and the Reload 
ability cannot be used for the remainder of the game.

Base:  
30mm♥ mmmmm  mmm

Signature Move on a High Guard.

Melee ArcaneRange Evade1” 03 3
Human, Soldier
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2. Choose your troupe
All players start the game with an equal number of  characters 
chosen from their collection. Agree with your opponent(s) 
how many characters you each want to play with. This is 
known as your troupe size. The larger the troupe size chosen, 
the longer you can expect the game to take. 

There are two factions in Moonstone: 

Commonwealth       and        Dominion

Commonwealth typically includes Humans, Giants and 
Gnomes while Dominion typically includes Goblins, Fairies 
and Trolls.

Players must first choose a faction and may only pick 
characters that belong to that faction (as indicated by the crest 
at the top right of  their Character Card). Beyond that, there 
are no restrictions to which characters a player chooses to use.

1. Set up the board
Moonstone is played on 3’ x 3’ playing surface. 
Players should arrange some terrain in a 
mutually agreeable and aesthetically pleasing 
manner.

Avoid placing terrain on the very centre of  
the board.

For a 1.5-2 hour game, the following troupe sizes are 
recommended:

2-Player Game:         6 Characters each
3-Player Game:         4 Characters each
4-Player Game:         3 Characters each

Starting A Game

 
Drafting Troupes
For competitive play, players should draft their characters 
in an alternating manner. When using these rules each 
character is unique and once selected by a player, it is 
unavailable to be selected by any other player. 

To draft, players first select their faction in secret and 
reveal them simultaneously. Then each rolls a D6. Re-roll 
ties. The player with the highest roll chooses which player 
drafts first. That player starts by selecting one character 
they own for their troupe. Then the player to their left 
selects one character to use in their troupe. This continues 
around the table with each player selecting a character in 
turn until all players have a full troupe of  the agreed size.
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3. Grow some Moonstones
After characters have been chosen, players should determine 
the position of  the Moonstones on the board.

To do this, one player should take seven 4-sided dice, hold 
them in a fist, palm down, about 12-16” above the centre of  
the board, then open their hand so that the dice drop. Leave 
them where they fall. If  any dice fall outside of  the 3’ x 3’ play 
area, they should be re-dropped from the centre of  the board.

Each die represents the location of  a Moonstone. The number 
shown on each die represents the difficulty of  extracting it 
from the ground and is referred to as the ‘depth value’. The 
example above has a depth value of  ‘2’.

During the game, characters may take possession of  a 
Moonstone, by performing the Harvest Action. Models may 
move freely over Moonstones but may not end a move with 
their base overlapping the dice.

Optionally, for games with fewer than usual characters, players 
can agree to use five Moonstones instead of  the usual seven.

Mulligan
If  any player is unhappy with the Moonstones they may 
request a re-drop, called a Mulligan. No player can call a 
Mulligan more than once.

4. Deploy your troupes
Next, each player rolls a 6-sided die. In the case of  ties, roll 
again. 

2-Player Game
The player with the highest roll chooses if  they want to be the 
Early Bird or have Initiative.

The Early Bird chooses a table edge and places down one 
model from their troupe, entirely within 10” of  the table 
edge. Then, the player with Initiative places down their first 
model entirely within 10” of  the opposite table edge. Players 
continue to take turns placing one model at a time, always 
entirely within 10” of  their own table edge, until all models 
have been placed on the board.

3-4 Player Game
The player with the highest roll chooses a table edge and 
places down one model from their troupe, entirely within 10” 
of  the table edge.

Then, the player with the next highest roll chooses an 
unclaimed table edge and deploys their first model entirely 
within 10” of  that table edge. Then the player with the next 
highest roll does the same, choosing from the remaining two 
unclaimed table edges to place down their first model and 
finally, if  there is a fourth player, their table edge must be the 
remaining unclaimed edge. 

Players should then continue in that order, each placing one 
model at a time, until all models have been placed down.

No player is considered to have Initiative.

Note that in the case of  tied dice rolls, only the tied players 
roll again to determine which of  them places first. This does 
not affect the order of  the other players.
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1. Replenish Step
At the start of  each turn, all players should place one blue 
energy token on each of  their character cards for each blue dot 
remaining on that card’s health bar.

Example:
During the replenish step, while at full health, Beaky 
Bobby would be allocated back up to 4 energy 
tokens in total since his health chart has 4 blue dots. 
Unfortunately though, he has suffered 2 wounds 
earlier in the game, and one of  the blue dots has now 
been filled in. This means his controller can only 
assign him 3 energy tokens this turn.

2. Activation Step
During the Activation Step, the first player chooses one of  their 
characters to ‘activate’. While activated, a character may do as 
many Actions as it wishes, until it is unable to take any further 
actions or the player wants to end the activation. At that point, the 
player to the left chooses one of  their characters to activate, and so 
on and so forth. Once a player has activated all of  their characters 
they are skipped over, but other players can continue to activate 
models when it is their turn. 

Once all players have activated all of  their characters then move 
to the Discard Step.

3. Discard Step
When all characters have completed their activations any unspent 
energy tokens left on character cards are removed and a new turn 
begins with the Replenish Step.

Playing a turn

Who Activates First

Winning the Game
The player with the most Moonstones in their possession at the end of  Turn 4 (sun rise) is the winner. If  two or more players 
have an equal number of  Moonstones, begin a new ‘sudden death’ turn. During the sudden death turn, if  any player is ever in 
possession of  more Moonstones than all other opponents, they immediately win the game.

To determine which player activates first each turn, all players 
should roll a 6-sided die. The player with the highest score 
chooses which player activates first. If  there is a player with 
Initiative, they are automatically considered to have won the 
roll off on Turn 1 and receive a bonus to their die roll on turns 
2 and 3. Re-roll any ties. 

Turn 1: If  a player has Initiative, do not Roll off – that player 
is automatically considered the winner. Otherwise, Roll-off.
Turn 2: Roll-off. A player with Initiative adds +2 to their roll.
Turn 3: Roll-off. A player with Initiative adds +1 to their roll.
Turn 4+: Roll-off.

Beaky Bobby
Weakling: Reduce all Melee Dmg dealt by -1. Harvest 
actions cost this model +1 energy.

Magic Resistance: Reduce Magical Dmg suffered by -1.
             

Stand Back! (1) 2” Pulse  – Once per turn. 
All models within the pulse move 1” directly away.

Foul Gases (2) 2” Pulse
All models within the pulse suffer 2 Magical Dmg.
             
Healing (2) 8”

3 X : Target restores X+1 Wds.
Catastrophe : This model suffers 2 Wds.

♥ 
Base:  

30mmmmmmm  mm

Signature Move on a Thrust.

Melee ArcaneRange Evade1” -12 5
Goblin, Wizard
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Activating a model
During its activation a character can take any of  the following 
Actions, in any order:

Step. Cost: (1) energy.
This model discards 1 energy, then can be moved up to 1” in 
any direction.

Jog. Cost: (0) energy. Once per turn. 
This model can be moved up to 4” with as many changes of  
direction during the move as desired. However, if  at any point 
within this move you are engaged by an enemy model, you 
may not increase the distance between the engaging model 
and your own model. Moving closer to, or circling around, 
engaging enemy models is allowed. 

Traverse. Cost: (2) energy
This action can only be taken if  the model is in base contact 
with an obstacle that is 1” thick or less, such as a hedge or 
closed door. This model discards 2 energy and is moved into 
base contact with the opposite side of  the obstacle, up to a 
maximum of  1” from the starting location of  the model. For 
more details see the Terrain section on page 12.

Melee Attack. Cost: (1) energy.
This model discards 1 energy then resolves a round of  Melee 
against one model within it’s Melee Range and line of  sight.

Active Ability. Cost: (X) energy.
This model discards the amount of  energy listed in brackets 
after the ability name and then performs the effect listed in the 
ability’s text.

Arcane Ability. Cost: (X) energy.
This model discards the amount of  energy listed in brackets 
after the ability name and then resolves the Arcane Ability as 
described on page 10.

Harvest. Cost: (1) energy.
This model discards one energy and may then reduce the 
depth value on any Moonstone it is in base contact with by 
-1. If  this model is in base contact with a Moonstone that has 
a depth value of  “1” then this model takes possession of  the 
Moonstone. Place it on this character’s card. You may not take 
this action if  this model is currently engaged by an enemy.

Line of sight
Unless otherwise noted, players need ‘Line of  Sight’ between 
an active character and any target they may wish to choose 
when taking an action.

A character has Line of  Sight if  a straight line could be drawn 
between any part of  the originator’s base and the target’s 
base, without crossing over another model or item of  Barrier 
Terrain.

Engagements
A model is considered to be Engaging any enemy models 
that are within its Melee Range and line of  sight. A model is 
considered to be Engaged by any enemy models if  it is within 
their Melee Range and line of  sight.
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Reaction Steps
After each action a character takes has been fully resolved, 
each opponent, beginning with the player to the left of  
the active player may declare that one of  their models 
is making a Reaction Step. This can be used to move 
behind cover or step out of  engagement for example.

The model making the Reaction Step must discard (1) 
energy and is then able to move up to 1”. Only one model 
per opponent is able to do this and only once per action.

Example:

Baron Von Fancyhat begins his activation with a Jog action that gets him in a 
position where he is engaging Beaky Bobby and Firespitter. Both of  the Goblins 
are controlled by Sarah. Once B.V. Fancyhat’s model has been moved, the action is 
complete and Sarah has the option to make a Reaction Step of  1” with one model, if  
she wishes.

Predicting that B.V. Fancyhat’s next 
action will be a Melee Attack against the 
vulnerable Beaky Bobby, she decides to 
spend (1) of  his energy tokens to make the 
Reaction Step out of  Fancyhat’s Melee 
Range.

B.V. Fancyhat’s can now make his next 
action. He could make a Melee Attack 
action against Firespitter but decides 
instead to chase down Beaky Bobby 
by spending (1) energy for a 1” step. Another action completed, Sarah can now 
make a further Reaction Step, continuing a chase sequence that eventually exhausts 
both character’s and ends with Beaky Bobby escaping harm but without enough 
energy remaining for his Healing action this turn – a compensation prize for the 
Commonwealth player or perhaps all part of  the plan?

Characters do not need to spend all their energy during their 
activation if  they don’t want to since some advanced rules 
allow characters to spend energy (in limited ways) outside of  
their activation.

Slow Carry
Moonstones are awkward and cumbersome to carry. To 
represent this, any character in possession of  one or more 
Moonstones suffers from the following passive ability:

Slow: This model’s Jog actions are limited to 2”.

If  the character already has the Slow ability then there is no 
further cumulative effect.

Holding & Dropping Moonstones
If  an event in the game allows a character to gain possession 
of  a Moonstone (such as a Harvest action), the ‘Moonstone’ 
die is placed on the character’s card to signify that they are 
now holding the stone.

Once a character is in possession of  a Moonstone, they will not 
let it go easily! However, some characters have abilities printed 
on their cards that allow them to force another character to 
drop or transfer possession of  a Moonstone. If  the ability 
states that the Moonstone is dropped then the active player 
simply places the Moonstone (die) that the target was carrying 
anywhere in base contact with the target.

Additionally, when a character is slain it drops all of  the 
Moonstones it is carrying immediately. The currently active 
player (usually the one that caused the character to become 
slain!) places all Moonstones (dice) that the victim was carrying 
anywhere in base contact with the victim, displaying a Depth 
Value of  ‘1’ before the model is removed from the board.
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Events and Agendas
To add some variety to games, players can agree to use ‘Event 
and Agenda’ cards during the game. Agendas usually provide 
an ongoing bonus and depend on certain troupe selections. 
Events are typically one-time powerful effects.

There are currently 6 Event and 6 Agenda cards. These cards 
are shared by all players.

To make use of  the cards, during the pre-game, after troupes 
have been selected but before players roll off for table edge, all 
players should roll a die. Re-roll any ties.

2-Player Game
The player with the highest roll chooses if  they want to be 
choose first or choose second.

The player who chooses first looks through the cards and 
selects one, either an Event or an Agenda card. Then the other 
player selects both one Event and one Agenda Card from those 
remaining. Finally the first player selects a second card so that 

both players have one Event and one Agenda card each. The 
remaining, unselected cards are put aside and not used during 
the game.

3-4 Player Game
Begin with all 12 cards assembled face down into a deck. The 
player with the highest roll looks through the deck and chooses 
one card (either an Event or Agenda) without revealing it and 
then passes the remaining unpicked cards to the player on the 
left who chooses one card (either an Event or Agenda) and 
passes the remaining unselected cards to the player on the left. 
This continues until all players have selected one card. Then 
when the deck is passed back to the first player he/she chooses 
a second card of  the opposite type so that they have one card 
of  each type. Then the player to the left chooses a second card 
and so on around the table until all players have one card of  
each type. The remaining, unselected cards are put aside and 
are not revealed, nor used during the game.

Players do not have to reveal the cards they have selected until 
they wish to benefit from the card’s effect during the game.

Raiding Party
Agenda

Requirement: 

Dominion Only

The first Melee Attack each 
character you control makes 
in a turn deals +2 Dmg.

Effect:

Miraculous Recovery
Event

Once per game.

Target character restores all 
Wds.

Play at the beginning of the 
Replenish Step. 

Effect:

When:

Erudition
Agenda

Requirement: 

Commonwealth Only

Wizards and Clerics you 
control gain +1 Arcane stat.

Effect:

Hesitation
Event

Once per game.

Play when an enemy declares 
an Action.

The enemy character loses the 
declared energy but does not 
take the action.

Effect:

When:

Tavern Gossip
Agenda

Requirement: 

Commonwealth Only

You may add +1 to your score 
when rolling to determine 
which player activates first 
each turn.

Effect:

Dawnlight Robbery
Event

Once per game.

Target character gains the 
following active ability until 
the end of turn:

Robbery (2) 1” – Once per turn.
Target model with less Wds remaining 
than this character, loses possession of 
one Moonstone and this character gains 
possession of that Moonstone.

Play any time.
Effect:

When:

Forced March
Agenda

Requirement: 

None

Soldiers you control gain  
+2” Jog.

Effect:

Ninja Reactions
Event

Once per game

Reduce all Wds suffered by 
target character as a result of the 
current action to W.
This includes all Wds that occured during a 
single action to a single character including 
additional damage from Follow-Up attacks, 
End Step Effects and Arcane repeats follow-
ing incorrect bluff calls.

Play when a character is about to 
suffer Wds as a result of an action.

Effect:

When:

Crazy Town
Agenda

Requirement: 

Dominion Only

At the end of the Replenish Step flip an Arcane 
Card. You may move up to X items of terrain 
up to 3” each in any direction, where X is the 
value of the card. Catastrophe: The player to 
your left may move 1 item of terrain up to 6”.

Terrain cannot be moved into space already 
occupied by Moonstones or characters that 
were not already within its boundaries. 
However, if the terrain item has Moonstones 
or models within its boundaries then those 
Moonstones or models are moved with the 
terrain. 

Effect:

Clumsiness of Cowards
Event

Once per game.

Target character who is 
within 8” of their starting 
table edge, looses possession 
of all Moonstone’s they are 
carrying.

Play any time.

Effect:

When:

Defy the Odds
Agenda

Requirement: 

None

While another player is 
in possession of more 
Moonstones than you, 
characters you control gain 
+1” Jog and +1 Melee stat.

Effect:

Favours of the Phantasm
Event

Once per game

Search the Arcane Deck for X 
cards where X is the number 
slain characters you control. 
Remove those cards from the 
deck and shuffle. Do not reveal 
removed cards to any other 
player. At any time you may 
choose to shuffle removed cards 
back into the deck.

Play any time.
Effect:

When:
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The Arcane Deck
The Arcane Deck is shared by all players and contains 21 Arcane Cards:

Playing Active Abilities is simply a matter of  declaring the 
action, discarding the amount of  energy tokens listed in 
brackets immediately after the name of  the ability, and then 
performing the action as described in the text. If  the ability 
requires a target, then the title of  the ability will include a 
range in inches. The target must be at least partially within this 
range and within line of  sight in order to be chosen. Unless 
otherwise stated, and providing it meets the listed requirements, 
a character can target itself. 

Some Active Abilities require you to ‘flip an Arcane Card’ 
to determine an effect. To do this, turn over the top card 
of  the Arcane Deck. Replace any ‘X’ symbols in the ability 
description with the value on the flipped card. If  you are 
unfortunate enough to flip a Catastrophe card, disregard the 
usual effect of  the ability and apply the effect listed after the 
word “Catastrophe :” in the ability description instead. After 
the action has been resolved shuffle the flipped card back into 
the Arcane Deck.

Playing Active Abilities

Example:

The character Quack has the Active Ability “Foresight”. His controller announces that 
his next action will be Foresight, discards one energy token and chooses a target model 
with the Human keyword that is within 10” and line of  sight (including itself). That 
character gains +2 Arcane Stat for the remainder of  the turn.

Example:

Billy has the Active Ability 
“Ramming Speed”. His 
controller announces that this 
will be his next action, discards 
3 energy and chooses an enemy 
model that is within 6” and 

line of  sight to be the target. The player then moves the Billy model directly towards the 
target until base contact is made and then flips over the top Arcane Card from the deck.

The flipped card is Blue 2. Only the number is relevant, not the colour. 
Billy inflicts 2X = 4 Impact damage and then the target is moved   
X=2 ” directly away.II
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Quack
Weakling: Reduce all Melee Dmg dealt by -1. Harvest actions 
cost this model +1 energy.
Premonition: If an enemy character declares this model as 
a target of an action, you may interrupt the action to make a 
reaction step by discarding 1 energy. If you do, the enemy must 
complete the action if possible and may not choose a new target.
             

Foresight (1)  10” - Once per turn. 
Target Human gains +2 Arcane stat until end of turn.

             
Healing (2) 8”

3 X : Target restores X+1 Wds.
Catastrophe : This model suffers 2 Wds.

Blinding Powder (1) 4”
3 X : Reduce target’s Melee and Arcane stats by 2X until the end 

of turn.
Catastrophe : This model loses all energy.

♥ 
Base:  

30mmmmmmm  mm

Signature Move on a Low Guard.

Melee ArcaneRange Evade1” 02 5
Human, Wizard, Cleric

Billy
Arming Sword: If this character deals Slicing Melee Dmg, 
increase the Dmg dealt by +1. 

Quilted Armour: Reduce Slicing Dmg suffered by -1.
             

Ramming Speed (3) 6”
Move this model 6” directly towards target enemy model. 
If base contact is made with the target, flip an arcane 
card. The target suffers 2X Impact Dmg and is moved X” 
directly away, where X is the value of the flipped card.
Catastrophe: The target model suffers no damage and may 
move up to 3”.
             
High-ho Silver (2)

3 X or 3 X : Move this model 2X”.
Catastrophe : This model cannot move for the remainder 
of the turn. 

♥ 
Base:  

30mmmmmmm  mmm

Signature Move on a Falling Swing.

Gnome, Militia

Melee ArcaneRange Evade1” -14 4
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To play an Arcane Ability, the controller of  the character, 
known as the active player, first declares the action, then 
discards the amount of  energy tokens listed in brackets and 
finally selects an applicable target within range and line of  
sight.

The active player draws a number of  cards from the top of  the 
Arcane Deck equal to the character’s Arcane Stat. If  the target 
of  the ability is an enemy model, then the number of  cards 
drawn is modified by the target character’s Evade Stat. This 
may either increase or decrease the draw size; however, the draw 
cannot be reduced to less than 1 card.

Example:
Flintlock is targeting Shabaroon with his Shoot Musket ability. Flintlock has an Arcane 
Stat of  3 and Shabaroon has an Evade Stat of  -1, so the Flintlock player draws 2 
cards.

If  the target of  the Arcane Ability is a enemy character, then 
the owner of  that character is known as the resisting player 
and draws 6 Arcane Cards of  their own. If  the target of  the 
Arcane Ability is not an enemy character then the player to 
the left of  the active player is the resisting player and draws 6 
cards.

Unlike Active Abilities, Arcane Abilities always include 
coloured icons such as “3 X : ” or “2 3  ,2 3   or 2 3   : ” before listing 
their effects. In order to get the effect, the player must declare 
a card of  the type listed before the colon. An ‘X’ means any 
number of  that particular colour can be declared.

Example:

‘Shoot Musket’ requires any Green card in order to get the effect of  “Target suffers 
X+2 Impact Dmg”. So if  the active player has a Green-2 Arcane Card, the target will 
suffer 2+2=4 Piercing Damage. However a Blue-2 Arcane Card does not meet the 
requirement and so there would be no effect.

Having drawn a hand of  cards, the active player must choose 
one of  the Arcane Cards in their hand and place it face down 
on the table in front of  them. They then declare what the card 
is, including colour. They do not have to tell the truth.

The resisting player must then call either “OK” or “Bluff”.

If  OK is called, the active player does not need to reveal 
the card. Compare the declared value of  the card to the 
requirement(s) listed in the ability. If  a requirement was met, 
then the effect after the colon takes place. Where an ‘X’ is 
listed in the effect, this is equal to the number that the Arcane 
Card was declared to be (either 1, 2 or 3).

If  ‘Bluff’ is called, the active player must reveal their face down 
card. If  the active player was lying, the resisting player can 
choose a card from their hand to replace the active player’s 
Arcane Card - ideally a Catastrophe card which will trigger the 
catastrophe effect listed in the ability!

Example:
Jenny is using Firespitter’s ‘Fireblast’ ability and declares Bill’s Fritz model as the 
target. Firespitter has an Arcane Stat of  5 and Fritz has an Evade Stat of  +1 so Jenny 
draws 6 Arcane Cards while Bill draws 6 Arcane Cards to resist with.

Firespitter
Slow: This model's Jog actions are limited to 2”.
Predictable Combatant: During a round of combat, before 
each player selects their combat card, you must reveal your 
hand to your opponent.
Ramshackle Armour: Reduce all non-Magical Dmg 
suffered by -1.
             

Two Goblins Walk into a Tavern (2) 8”
Two other target Goblins each gain +1 energy and +2 Evade 
stat until end of turn. You must choose two different targets.
             

Fireblast (2) 8”
3 X : Target character suffers 2X Magical Dmg.

Catastrophe : This ability cannot be used for the remainder of 
the game. All models within a 3” pulse suffer 4 Magical Dmg.
This ability cannot be used while this model is engaged.

♥ mmmmm  mmm

Signature Move on a Low Guard.
Base:  

40mm

Melee ArcaneRange Evade1” +12 5
Goblin, Soldier

Jenny chooses a card from her hand, places it on the table face down and declares 
“Blue 3”. If  Bill calls “OK” then Fritz will suffer 2X (with x=3) making 6 
Magical Damage. However, since Bill is holding a Blue-3 and he knows there is only 
one in the Arcane Deck, he knows for certain it’s a lie so calls ‘Bluff’. Jenny flips the 
card and reveals it was in fact a Pink-3. This is enough to cause the ability to have 
no effect, however Bill may now replace Jenny’s card with one from his hand, if  he 
wishes. Unluckily for Jenny, he also has a Catastrophe in hand and places that down. 
The Fireblast ability now has the effect listed after the word ‘Catastrophe:’ instead. 
Firespitter’s fuel barrel explodes causing 4 Wds to himself. Not exactly what Jenny was 
hoping for... 

If  a Bluff is called and the active player is proven to have 
been telling the truth, then the effect takes place as normal. 
However after the effect resolves, the active player may, if  they 
wish, play the ability again at no additional energy cost, using 
the remaining Arcane Cards in their hand. A new target may 
be chosen, but the new target must be controlled by the same 
player as the original target. The resisting player retains their 
hand, and must call ‘OK’ or ‘Bluff’ again as normal.

After an Arcane Action has been resolved shuffle all Arcane 
Cards back into the Arcane Deck.

Playing Arcane Abilities

Flintlock
Dagger: If this character deals Piercing Melee Dmg, 
increase the Dmg dealt by +1. 
             

Reload [Shoot Musket] (2)
The named ability can be used again. This ability cannot 
be used while this model is engaged.
“Look out!” (1) 6”
Target friendly character's Evade stat is reduced by -1 
until end of turn.
             

Shoot Musket (1) 12” - Once per game, unless reloaded m. 
3 X : Target suffers X+2 Impact Dmg.

Catastrophe : This model suffers 2 Wds and the Reload 
ability cannot be used for the remainder of the game.

Base:  
30mm♥ mmmmm  mmm

Signature Move on a High Guard.

Melee ArcaneRange Evade1” 03 3
Human, Soldier
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Moonstone uses a handful of  simple terrain types which can 
affect models actions during a game. Terrain offers players 
a great opportunity for creative modelling projects as well as 
introducing some additional strategic considerations.

Open Ground
Any ordinary surface on the tabletop on which a models base 
can stand is considered Open Ground. This includes grass, 
cobble stones as well as indoor spaces, and archways.

Movement: No effect.
Line of Sight: No effect.

Water Features
Water Features are flat terrain representing streams and ponds.

Movement: A model cannot move onto or through a Water 
Feature during a Jog action. However, it may make Step 
actions over the Water Feature as normal.

Line of Sight: No effect.

Wooded Patch
Wooded Patches are terrain representing an outcrop of  trees or 
scrub-land where the whole patch is considered terrain rather 
than individual tree trunks as barriers which would be the case 
for large or lone trees.

Movement: A model cannot move onto or through a Wooded 
Patch during a Jog action. However, it may make Step actions 
through the Wooded Patch as normal.

Line of Sight: The Wooded Patch provides cover. It is possible 
to draw line of  sight into and out of  a Wooded Patch but no 
line of  sight can be drawn completely through a Wooded Patch 
to a target beyond.

Terrain
Obstacles
An obstacle is a small 3D terrain piece which a character 
might reasonably be able to traverse, all be it with some 
difficulty. Examples include boxes and barrels, low walls, fences 
and hedgerows.

Movement: A model cannot move onto or through an 
obstacle during a Jog or Step action. However they may move 
across an obstacle that they are in base contact with by taking 
a Traverse action. A Traverse action costs (2) energy. Place the 
model in base contact with the opposite side of  the obstacle. 
The action cannot be taken if  it would result in the model 
being placed further than 1” from their starting point. If  an 
effect would move your model through an Obstacle, the model 
stops immediately on first contact.

Line of Sight: Obstacles do not block Line of  Sight but do 
provide Cover from Arcane Abilities. 

Barriers
Barriers are larger 3D terrain pieces that a character cannot 
see through or reasonably expect to cross without specialist 
equipment. Examples include tree trunks, high walls and 
buildings.

Movement: A model cannot move onto or through a barrier 
during a Jog, Step or Traverse action. If  an effect would move 
your model through a barrier, the model stops immediately on 
first contact.

Line of Sight: Barriers completely block line of  sight. If  all 
lines between the Originator’s base and the intended Target’s 
base cross a Barrier, then the Target cannot be chosen. Barriers 
also provide Cover if  line of  sight is only partially blocked.

Faeries
Faeries Jog actions are not affected by Water Features or 
Wooded Patches and may move over Obstacles and other 
models during a Jog action provided their base does not 
overlap at the end of  the move.
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When using Arcane Abilities, intervening objects between the 
active model and the target can make the target harder to hit. 
This is referred to as Cover.

Light Cover: When determining Line of  Sight, if  any of  the 
possible lines that could be drawn between the originator’s 
base and the target’s base cross any other model’s base, or any 
Obstacle, Barrier or Wooded Patch terrain piece, you must 
decrease the draw size by -1 Arcane Card, to a minimum of  1 
card.

Heavy Cover: However, if  the line from the centre of  the 
originator’s base to the centre of  the target’s base crosses any 
other model’s base, or any Obstacle, Barrier or Wooded Patch 
terrain piece, you must decrease the draw size by -2 Arcane 
Cards (to a minimum of  1 card) instead.

The active player may choose to ignore any other models, 
Obstacles, Barriers or Wooded Patches that are within 1” of  
the originator of  the ability for the purpose of  determining 
cover (the character is assumed to lean over or around the 
obstacle).

In the example above, Flintlock is using his Shoot Musket action. Seasick Stu (at the top 
of  the image) is benefiting from Heavy Cover since the centre line between Flintlock’s base 
and his own crosses a Tree (barrier). Beaky Bobby (bottom of  the image) is benefiting 
from Light Cover, as while the centre line between their bases is clear, at least one of  the 
lines that could be drawn between their bases crosses the tree terrain.

Cover Modifiers
Buildings
If  players wish, Buildings can be thought of  as an 
arrangement of  barriers (the walls), obstacles (any closed 
doors and windows) and open ground (all interior spaces 
and open doors). In this way, models are free to enter 
buildings through doors and windows using a Traverse 
action and continue to take actions as normal within the 
building’s interior.

Stairs
In most cases stairs can simply be treated as open ground 
and so models are free to move up or down using Jog and 
Step actions as normal. Occasionally, it may be necessary 
to use a marker to represent a model’s position on Stairs if  
the base will not fit.

Ladders
Ladders should be treated as obstacles but with the usual 
1” maximum distance restriction lifted. Therefore a model 
in base contact with the top or bottom of  a ladder can 
be placed at the other end by taking a Traverse action. A 
single Traverse action should not allow a model to move up 
or down more than a single story of  a building. If  a very 
long ladder is modelled onto the terrain piece, multiple 
Traverse actions will be needed to reach the other end and 
players may need to use a marker if  the model doesn’t have 
enough energy to reach the top in a single activation.

Elevated Positions
Models which are positioned on balconies, rooftops and 
behind upper story windows find it easier to draw line of  
sight to models on the ground. To represent this, when 
targeting a model at ground level, a model in one of  these 
‘elevated positions’ may extend the range of  their abilities 
by 2”, ignore the penalty for Light Cover entirely, and only 
suffer a -1 penalty for Heavy Cover instead of  the usual -2.
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The Combat Deck.
Falling Swing

High Guard  W/W
Falling Swing (I or S)  0 / 0
Thrust (P)  0 / 2 
Sweeping Cut (S)  3 / 2
Rising Attack (I, S or P)   3 / 1
Low Guard   2 /W

Opponent Plays

Damage Type:  
 Choose Impact or Slicing.

Deal  / Suffer

Aggressive Move

Your character delivers a powerful 
attack by driving their weapon down 
from above aided by the force of  gravity.

Falling Swing deals severe 
damage to a handful of  enemy 
moves and is particularly 
punishing against Rising Attacks 
and Low Guards. However, by 
using this move you can expect 
some damage in return and an 
opponent using High Guard is 
likely to ruin your day...

Neutral Move

Your character sweeps their weapon 
horizontally to deflect in-coming blows 
or cut at the enemy’s hands.

Sweeping Cut deals a relatively 
small amount of  damage in 
most cases but is a brutally 
effective counter to the Thrust, 
enabling a follow-up attack.

Defensive Move

Your character holds their weapon low 
to block lines of  attack against the legs 
and belly.

This move deals no damage but 
will generally suffer little to no 
damage in return from most 
cards and can be devastating if  
deployed at the right moment 
against a Rising Attack enabling 
a follow-up attack.

Defensive Move

Your character holds their weapon high 
to block lines of  attack to the head and 
shoulders.

This move deals no damage but 
will generally suffer little to no 
damage in return from most 
cards and can be devastating if  
deployed at the right moment 
against a Falling Swing by 
enabling a follow-up attack of  
your own!

Aggressive Move

Your character swings or stabs up from 
below, a difficult move for the enemy 
to avoid.

This is a versatile attack, 
capable of  delivering all  
damage types (Impact, Slicing 
or Piercing) and deals moderate 
damage to almost all enemy 
moves. However, beware the 
Low Guard!

Aggressive Move

Your character lunges forward to strike 
the opponent with the tip of  their 
weapon.

The Thrust has a decent 
potential for damage and can 
be a strong move to use against 
a Falling Swing. However, 
it is a somewhat risky move 
with mirrored Thrusts being a 
messy affair and Sweeping Cuts 
another hazard to watch out 
for...

The Combat Deck is shared by all players and contains 18 Combat Cards; 3 each of  the following:

High Guard

High Guard  W/W
Falling Swing (I or S)  W/W
Thrust (P)  W/ 0
Sweeping Cut (S)  W/W
Rising Attack (I, S or P)   W/ 2
Low Guard   W/W

Opponent Plays Deal  / Suffer

Sweeping Cut

High Guard  W/W
Falling Swing (I or S)  2 / 3
Thrust (P)  0 /W
Sweeping Cut (S)  0 / 0
Rising Attack (I, S or P)   2 / 2
Low Guard   W/W

Deal  / SufferOpponent Plays

Damage Type: 
Slicing

Rising Attack

High Guard  2 /W
Falling Swing (I or S)  1 / 3
Thrust (P)  1 / 2 
Sweeping Cut (S)  2 / 2
Rising Attack (I, S or P)   1 / 1
Low Guard   W/W

Damage Type:  
 Choose Impact, Slicing or Piercing

Opponent Plays Deal  / Suffer

Low Guard

High Guard  W/W
Falling Swing (I or S)  W/ 2
Thrust (P)  W/ 1
Sweeping Cut (S)  W/W
Rising Attack (I, S or P)   W/W
Low Guard   W/W

Opponent Plays Deal  / Suffer

Thrust

High Guard  0 /W
Falling Swing (I or S)  2 / 0
Thrust (P)  3 / 3
Sweeping Cut (S)  W/ 0
Rising Attack (I, S or P)  2 / 1
Low Guard   1 /W 

Damage Type:  
Piercing

Opponent Plays Deal  / Suffer
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To conduct a round of  melee, the active model, or attacker, 
takes a Melee Attack action by paying (1) energy then 
declaring a target enemy model within his/her Melee Range to 
be the defender. Each player draws a number of  Combat Cards 
equal to the Melee Stat of  their character. The attacker gets 
to draw +2 addition Combat Cards. Note that a player must 
always draw at least 1 Combat Card, even if  their character’s 
Melee Stat has been reduced to 0 or a negative number by 
game effects. 

Each player then chooses one of  their Combat Cards and, 
when both players are ready, simultaneously place their chosen 
card face up on the table in front of  them.

Players announce their own card, and on it, find the name 
of  the Combat Card their opponent has played. Read off the 
amount of  damage you have inflicted with your move from the 
Deal column of  your combat card.

Both attackers and defenders are capable of  inflicting damage 
during a round of  melee. However, if  you are a defender, and 
the attacker is outside of  your Melee Range, you automatically 
deal W damage instead of  the value on your card.

Critical Hits
Sometimes a skilled fighter is able to place their attack just 
right for maximum damage. After players have revealed their 
selections for the melee round, if  you have any duplicates (2 or 
3 of  the same card) of  your selection in your hand, you may 
place them down on the table along side your selection. This is 
referred to as making a Critical Hit.

When checking the damage you’ve inflicted, you may add 
the score from all the cards you have placed down together, 
multiplying the damage by 2x or 3x respectively. This 
addition takes place before any further modifiers are added or 
subtracted.

Damage Modifiers and Damage Types.
Many characters have passive abilities that increase or decrease 
the damage they are able to deal or receive and a number of  
these abilities reference a damage type. For example:

Arming Sword: If  this character deals Slicing Melee Dmg, increase the  
Dmg dealt by +1.

At the top of  each Combat Card is a list of  available damage 
types the card can deal (either Slicing, Impact or Piercing). 
Players must choose one of  the damage types listed on their 
Combat Card. Depending which type they select, some of  
their own character’s, or their opponents character’s, abilities 
may take effect. All modifiers from passive abilities are applied 
simultaneously.

For example Billy has the Arming Sword passive ability. If  he plays one of  the combat 
cards which have that damage type printed on them (Falling Swing, Sweeping Cut or 
Rising Attack) he may declare that the damage type is Slicing and increase his damage 
output by +1. However if  Billy plays a Thrust card, the damage type can only be 
Piercing and so he cannot benefit from the increased damage.

Once all modifiers have been added/subtracted, each player 
should fill in a number of  Health Boxes on their Character’s 
Card equal to the net damage their opponent was able to deal.

The “W” symbol
The W symbol means that no damage can be caused, 
regardless of  any modifiers, while a ‘0’ can be affected by 
modifiers such as passive abilities, and therefore has the 
potential to cause damage under certain circumstances.

The End Step
After players have marked off any wounds they have suffered 
the round of  Melee enters the End Step. If  you are using 
the Signature Moves rules, some events may occur now. Once 
all events have occurred, players shuffle their Combat Cards 
back into the Combat Deck and the Melee Attack action is 
complete.

Making a Melee Attack
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Round of Melee Example 1
1) Billy declares 
an Melee Attack 
action against 
Beaky Bobby who 
is 1” away.

2) Both players 
draw hands and 
study their cards 
to decide what 
move they are 
going to play this 
round.

3) When both players 
are ready, they 
simultaneously reveal 
their choices and read 
off the damage they 
have dealt to their 
opponent this round.

4) Players then 
declare their 
damage type 
and apply any 
modifiers.

5) Finally players 
mark off the damage 
suffered on their 
health charts.

Attacker

Billy has a Melee Stat of  4 so 
he draws 4 Combat Cards, 
plus an additional 2 for 
being the attacker, making 6 
cards in total.

The Attacking player is hoping to cause some serious 
damage and seeing that he/she has drawn 2x Rising Attack 
cards, prepares to play a Critical Hit.

The Rising Attack 
deals 2 damage to 
the Sweeping Cut, 
however since Billy 
played two copies as a 
Critical Hit, they are 
added together and 
he deals 4 damage 
instead.

The Rising Attack card offers a choice of  damage types: 
Impact, Slicing or Peircing. Billy chooses Slicing, allowing him 
to add +1 Damage from his Arming Sword ability bringing 
his Combat Damage up to 5. 

Billy takes no wounds. Beaky Bobby takes 5 wounds!

Sweeping Cut only offers Slicing as its damage type so that 
damage type must be used. Beaky Bobby has no passive 
abilities to boost Slicing damage but unfortunately Billy’s 
Quilted Armour does reduce Slicing damage by -1. To make 
matters worse, Beaky Bobby also has the Weakling passive 
ability reducing all combat damage dealt by a further -1, 
bringing his total to 0 damage.

Sweeping Cut deals 2 
damage to Rising Attack.

With only two options, Beaky Bobby chooses the 
Sweeping Cut card.

Defender

Beaky Bobby has a Melee Stat of  
2 so his controller draws 2 Combat 
Cards.

Billy’s hand Beaky Bobby’s hand

Beaky Bobby
Weakling: Reduce all Melee Dmg dealt by -1. Harvest 
actions cost this model +1 energy.

Magic Resistance: Reduce Magical Dmg suffered by -1.
             

Stand Back! (1) 2” Pulse  – Once per turn. 
All models within the pulse move 1” directly away.

Foul Gases (2) 2” Pulse
All models within the pulse suffer 2 Magical Dmg.
             
Healing (2) 8”

3 X : Target restores X+1 Wds.
Catastrophe : This model suffers 2 Wds.

♥ 
Base:  

30mmmmmmm  mm

Signature Move on a Thrust.

Melee ArcaneRange Evade1” -12 5
Goblin, Wizard

Beaky Bobby
Weakling: Reduce all Melee Dmg dealt by -1. Harvest 
actions cost this model +1 energy.

Magic Resistance: Reduce Magical Dmg suffered by -1.
             

Stand Back! (1) 2” Pulse  – Once per turn. 
All models within the pulse move 1” directly away.

Foul Gases (2) 2” Pulse
All models within the pulse suffer 2 Magical Dmg.
             
Healing (2) 8”

3 X : Target restores X+1 Wds.
Catastrophe : This model suffers 2 Wds.

♥ 
Base:  

30mmmmmmm  mm

Signature Move on a Thrust.

Melee ArcaneRange Evade1” -12 5
Goblin, Wizard

Billy
Arming Sword: If this character deals Slicing Melee Dmg, 
increase the Dmg dealt by +1. 

Quilted Armour: Reduce Slicing Dmg suffered by -1.
             

Ramming Speed (3) 6”
Move this model 6” directly towards target enemy model. 
If base contact is made with the target, flip an arcane 
card. The target suffers 2X Impact Dmg and is moved X” 
directly away, where X is the value of the flipped card.
Catastrophe: The target model suffers no damage and may 
move up to 3”.
             
High-ho Silver (2)

3 X or 3 X : Move this model 2X”.
Catastrophe : This model cannot move for the remainder 
of the turn. 

♥ 
Base:  

30mmmmmmm  mmm

Signature Move on a Falling Swing.

Gnome, Militia

Melee ArcaneRange Evade1” -14 4

Billy
Arming Sword: If this character deals Slicing Melee Dmg, 
increase the Dmg dealt by +1. 

Quilted Armour: Reduce Slicing Dmg suffered by -1.
             

Ramming Speed (3) 6”
Move this model 6” directly towards target enemy model. 
If base contact is made with the target, flip an arcane 
card. The target suffers 2X Impact Dmg and is moved X” 
directly away, where X is the value of the flipped card.
Catastrophe: The target model suffers no damage and may 
move up to 3”.
             
High-ho Silver (2)

3 X or 3 X : Move this model 2X”.
Catastrophe : This model cannot move for the remainder 
of the turn. 

♥ 
Base:  

30mmmmmmm  mmm

Signature Move on a Falling Swing.

Gnome, Militia

Melee ArcaneRange Evade1” -14 4

Rising Attack

High Guard 
 2 /W

Falling Swing (I or S)  1 / 3

Thrust (P) 
 1 / 2 

Sweeping Cut (S) 
 2 / 2

Rising Attack (I, S or P)   1 / 1

Low Guard  
 W/W

Damage Type:  

 Choose Impact, Slicing or Piercing

Opponent Plays

Deal  / Suffer

Rising Attack

High Guard 
 2 /W

Falling Swing (I or S)  1 / 3

Thrust (P) 
 1 / 2 

Sweeping Cut (S) 
 2 / 2

Rising Attack (I, S or P)   1 / 1

Low Guard  
 W/W

Damage Type:  

 Choose Impact, Slicing or Piercing

Opponent Plays

Deal  / Suffer

Sweeping Cut

High Guard  W/W
Falling Swing (I or S)  2 / 3
Thrust (P)  0 /W
Sweeping Cut (S)  0 / 0
Rising Attack (I, S or P)   2 / 2
Low Guard   W/W

Deal  / Suffer
Opponent Plays

Damage Type: 

Slicing

Sweeping Cut

High Guard  W/W
Falling Swing (I or S)  2 / 3
Thrust (P)  0 /W
Sweeping Cut (S)  0 / 0
Rising Attack (I, S or P)   2 / 2
Low Guard   W/W

Deal  / SufferOpponent Plays

Damage Type: 

Slicing

Low Guard

High Guard  W/W

Falling Swing (I or S)  W/ 2

Thrust (P)  W/ 1

Sweeping Cut (S)  W/W

Rising Attack (I, S or P)   W/W

Low Guard   W/W

Opponent Plays
Deal  / Suffer

Thrust

High Guard  0 /W

Falling Swing (I or S)  2 / 0

Thrust (P) 
 3 / 3

Sweeping Cut (S)  W/ 0

Rising Attack (I, S or P)  2 / 1

Low Guard   1 /W 

Damage Type:  

Piercing

Opponent Plays
Deal  / Suffer

Thrust

High Guard  0 /WFalling Swing (I or S)  2 / 0Thrust (P)  3 / 3Sweeping Cut (S)  W/ 0Rising Attack (I, S or P)  2 / 1Low Guard   1 /W 

Damage Type:  
Piercing

Opponent Plays Deal  / Suffer

Low Guard

High Guard  W/W
Falling Swing (I or S)  W/ 2
Thrust (P)  W/ 1
Sweeping Cut (S)  W/W
Rising Attack (I, S or P)   W/W
Low Guard   W/W

Opponent Plays Deal  / Suffer

Falling Swing

High Guard  W/WFalling Swing (I or S)  0 / 0Thrust (P)  0 / 2 Sweeping Cut (S)  3 / 2Rising Attack (I, S or P)   3 / 1Low Guard   2 /W

Opponent Plays

Damage Type:  
 Choose Impact or Slicing.

Deal  / Suffer

Rising Attack

High Guard  2 /W
Falling Swing (I or S)  1 / 3
Thrust (P)  1 / 2 
Sweeping Cut (S)  2 / 2
Rising Attack (I, S or P)   1 / 1
Low Guard   W/W

Damage Type:  
 Choose Impact, Slicing or Piercing

Opponent Plays Deal  / Suffer

Rising Attack

High Guard 
 2 /W

Falling Swing (I or S)  1 / 3
Thrust (P) 

 1 / 2 
Sweeping Cut (S)  2 / 2

Rising Attack (I, S or P)   1 / 1
Low Guard  

 W/W

Damage Type:   Choose Impact, Slicing or Piercing
Opponent Plays

Deal  / Suffer
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Distractions
During a round of  Melee, for each enemy model that is 
engaging your model, other than the attacker/defender, you 
draw -1 Combat Cards, to a minimum of  1. 

Going For It
After drawing Combat Cards, but before making selections, 
either player can discard (1) energy to draw +2 cards, if  
there are sufficient cards remaining in the deck. Only 1 
energy can be spent by each player in this way during any 
round of  Melee.

Follow-Up Attacks 
Some damage results on combat cards are inside a yellow 
circle. This means you get to make a Follow-Up Attack. 
Resolve the round of  Melee as normal, then provided your 
character was not slain, before moving to the end step, you 
may choose another card from your hand and place it on 
the table face up. It deals damage based on whatever card 
your opponent originally played, modified in the usual way. 
This is completely free hit, it costs no energy and you suffer 
no damage. Critical Hits can be played as normal.

In the unlikely event that both players can make Follow-Up 
attacks, the new cards are chosen simultaneously and are 
resolved against the opponents Follow-Up card, rather than 
their previously played card. In this situation both players 
may deal (and therefore suffer) damage.

Follow-Up attacks can be upgraded to Signature Moves as 
normal if  the rules for Signature Moves are being used and 
the correct card type is played.

Signature Moves 
On the back of  each 
Character Card is a 
‘Signature Move’ which 
looks like a Combat Card. 
Each Signature Move is an 
enhanced version of  one of  
the six regular Combat Cards. 
The standard card that each 
Signature Move is able to 
replace are printed just under 
the Signature Move’s name 
on the card.

To use Signature Moves, conduct the round of  combat 
as normal. Once all cards have been revealed, but before 
damage is calculated, if  either player has a Signature 
Move that matches their Combat Card, they may declare 
that they are upgrading their Combat Card(s) to their 
Signature Move; use its damage table when determining 
the amount of  damage you deal to your opponent. The 
amount of  damage your opponent deals to you is not 
affected by your choice to upgrade; read off their damage 
as normal against the name of  the regular move that was 
replaced. 

As well as a unique damage output table, many Signature 
Moves include additional effects such as reducing damage 
suffered or moving a model. These effects are printed 
below the damage table. Some effects modify the damage 
while others are listed as ‘End Step’ effects. End Step 
effects occur after damage has been resolved. End Step 
effects happen simultaneously where possible. If  effects 
cannot occur simultaneously, the attacker chooses the 
order in which effects occur. 

Critical Hits can be upgraded to Signature Moves as 
normal and as well as affecting the amount of  damage, 
any effects printed on the bottom of  the card are also 
multiplied!

It’s a big’un!
Upgrade for Thrust

Damage Type:  
Piercing

End Step Effect: If the enemy model suffered 
1 or more Wds, it cannot take a Jog action 
until the end of the turn.

High Guard  0
Falling Swing  3
Thrust  4
Sweeping Cut  W
Rising Attack   3
Low Guard   0

Opponent Plays: Deal

Sweeping Cut

High Guard  W/W
Falling Swing (I or S)  2 / 3
Thrust (P)  0 /W
Sweeping Cut (S)  0 / 0
Rising Attack (I, S or P)   2 / 2
Low Guard   W/W

Deal  / SufferOpponent Plays

Damage Type: 

Slicing
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Moments earlier...
Seasick Stu takes a Jog action which brings Baron Von Fancyhat into his 3” engagement 
range, without entering Fancyhats own 2” range (fig I). Sensing that the treacherous old 
pirate is going to make a Melee Attack with his next action, the B.V. Fancyhat player 
declares a reaction step. He could step back out of  Stu’s Melee Range to avoid the Attack, 
but fortune favours the brave and so Fancyhat instead steps forward, engaging the pirate 
within his own Melee Range and ensuring that if  the pirate is foolhardy enough to attack 
with his next action, Fancyhat can inflict damage in return (fig II).

Falling Swing

High Guard  W/W
Falling Swing (I or S)  0 / 0
Thrust (P)  0 / 2 
Sweeping Cut (S)  3 / 2
Rising Attack (I, S or P)   3 / 1
Low Guard   2 /W

Opponent Plays

Damage Type:  
 Choose Impact or Slicing.

Deal  / Suffer

Round of Melee Example 2 (with Advanced Rules)
1) Seasick Stu 
declares a 
Melee Attack.

Attacker
Seasick Stu has a 
Melee Stat of  4 so 
he draws 4 Combat 
Cards, plus an 
additional 2 for 
being the attacker, 
making 6 cards in 
total.

Defender
B.V. Fancyhat has a 
Melee Stat of  5 so he 
draws 5 Combat Cards.

Card Back Card Back

It’s a big’un!
Upgrade for Thrust

Damage Type:  
Piercing

End Step Effect: If the enemy model suffered 
1 or more Wds, it cannot take a Jog action 
until the end of the turn.

High Guard  0
Falling Swing  3
Thrust  4
Sweeping Cut  W
Rising Attack   3
Low Guard   0

Opponent Plays: Deal

Master Strike
Upgrade for Falling Swing

Damage Type:  
Slicing

High Guard  W
Falling Swing  0
Thrust  1 
Sweeping Cut  2
Rising Attack   3
Low Guard   2

Opponent Plays: Deal

Seasick Stu
Harpoon: If this character deals Impact or Slicing Melee 
Dmg, reduce the Dmg dealt by -1. If this character deals 
Piercing Melee Dmg, increase the Dmg dealt by +2.
             

Bawdy Jokes (2) 4” Pulse
All Goblins within the pulse are moved 1” directly towards 
this model. Then, all other Goblins within 1” gain 1 Energy. 
             

Rough Tides (2) 8”
3 X : Move target X” directly away from this model. 

Catastrophe : This model loses all energy.

Seasick (2) 8”
3 X : Target loses X energy.

Catastrophe : This model loses all energy.

♥ 
Base:  

30mmmmmmm  mm

Signature Move on a Thrust.

Melee ArcaneRange Evade3” -14 4
Goblin, Pirate

Baron Von Fancyhat
Longsword: If this character deals Slicing or Piercing Melee 
Dmg, increase the Dmg dealt by +1.

Plate Armour: Reduce all non-Magical Dmg suffered  
by -2.
             

Rallying Cry (0) 8” Pulse – Once per game m. 
Energy on other friendly Humans within the pulse is 
restored up to the number of blue dots currently remaining 
on their health bar.
Reload [Shoot Pistol] (2)
The named ability can be used again. This ability cannot be 
used while this model is engaged.
             

Shoot Pistol (1) 8”  – Once per game, unless reloaded m. 
3 X : Target suffers X+1 Impact Dmg.

Catastrophe : This character suffers 3 Wds.

♥ 
Base:  

30mm

Signature Move on a Falling Swing.

mmmmm  mm

Melee ArcaneRange Evade2” 05 3
Human, Noble

Sweeping Cut

High Guard  W/W

Falling Swing (I or S)  2 / 3

Thrust (P)  0 /W

Sweeping Cut (S)  0 / 0

Rising Attack (I, S or P)   2 / 2

Low Guard   W/W

Deal  / Suffer

Opponent Plays

Damage Type: 

Slicing

2) Both players 
draw hands and 
study their cards 
to decide what 
move they are 
going to play this 
round. Seasick Stu’s hand B.V. Fancyhat’ hand

Rising Attack

High Guard  2 /W

Falling Swing (I or S)  1 / 3

Thrust (P)  1 / 2 

Sweeping Cut (S)  2 / 2

Rising Attack (I, S or P)   1 / 1

Low Guard   W/W

Damage Type:  

 Choose Impact, Slicing or Piercing

Opponent Plays Deal  / Suffer

Thrust

High Guard  0 /W

Falling Swing (I or S)  2 / 0

Thrust (P)  3 / 3

Sweeping Cut (S)  W/ 0

Rising Attack (I, S or P)  2 / 1

Low Guard   1 /W 

Damage Type:  

Piercing

Opponent Plays
Deal  / Suffer

Rising Attack

High Guard  2 /W
Falling Swing (I or S)  1 / 3
Thrust (P)  1 / 2 
Sweeping Cut (S)  2 / 2
Rising Attack (I, S or P)   1 / 1
Low Guard   W/W

Damage Type:  
 Choose Impact, Slicing or Piercing

Opponent Plays Deal  / Suffer

Thrust

High Guard  0 /W
Falling Swing (I or S)  2 / 0
Thrust (P)  3 / 3
Sweeping Cut (S)  W/ 0
Rising Attack (I, S or P)  2 / 1
Low Guard   1 /W 

Damage Type:  
Piercing

Opponent Plays Deal  / Suffer

Low Guard

High Guard  W/W
Falling Swing (I or S)  W/ 2
Thrust (P)  W/ 1
Sweeping Cut (S)  W/W
Rising Attack (I, S or P)   W/W
Low Guard   W/W

Opponent Plays Deal  / Suffer

Low Guard

High Guard  W/W
Falling Swing (I or S)  W/ 2
Thrust (P)  W/ 1
Sweeping Cut (S)  W/W
Rising Attack (I, S or P)   W/W
Low Guard   W/W

Opponent Plays Deal  / Suffer

Low Guard

High Guard  W/W
Falling Swing (I or S)  W/ 2
Thrust (P)  W/ 1
Sweeping Cut (S)  W/W
Rising Attack (I, S or P)   W/W
Low Guard   W/W

Opponent Plays Deal  / Suffer

High Guard

High Guard  W/WFalling Swing (I or S)  W/WThrust (P)  W/ 0Sweeping Cut (S)  W/WRising Attack (I, S or P)   W/ 2Low Guard   W/W

Opponent Plays Deal  / Suffer

Thrust

High Guard  0 /WFalling Swing (I or S)  2 / 0Thrust (P)  3 / 3Sweeping Cut (S)  W/ 0Rising Attack (I, S or P)  2 / 1Low Guard   1 /W 

Damage Type:  Piercing

Opponent Plays
Deal  / Suffer

Falling Swing

High Guard  W/WFalling Swing (I or S)  0 / 0Thrust (P)  0 / 2 Sweeping Cut (S)  3 / 2Rising Attack (I, S or P)   3 / 1Low Guard   2 /W

Opponent Plays

Damage Type:  
 Choose Impact or Slicing.

Deal  / Suffer

3) When both 
players are 
ready, they 
simultaneously 
place their 
choices on the 
table.

Seasick Stu is delighted to see in 
his hand two Thrusts, enabling 
him to use his Signature Move. 
He first places one down as his 
choice, then places the second 
copy alongside signifying a 
Critical Hit!

B. V. Fancyhat is willing to make 
a fight of  it and plays his Falling 
Swing, also hoping to bring his 
Signature Move into play.

Thrust

High Guard  0 /W
Falling Swing (I or S)  2 / 0
Thrust (P)  3 / 3
Sweeping Cut (S)  W/ 0
Rising Attack (I, S or P)  2 / 1
Low Guard   1 /W 

Damage Type:  
Piercing

Opponent Plays Deal  / Suffer

Thrust

High Guard  0 /WFalling Swing (I or S)  2 / 0Thrust (P)  3 / 3Sweeping Cut (S)  W/ 0Rising Attack (I, S or P)  2 / 1Low Guard   1 /W 

Damage Type:  Piercing

Opponent Plays
Deal  / Suffer

fig I fig II
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Sweeping Cut

High Guard  W/W

Falling Swing (I or S)  2 / 3

Thrust (P)  0 /W

Sweeping Cut (S)  0 / 0

Rising Attack (I, S or P)   2 / 2

Low Guard   W/W

Deal  / Suffer

Opponent Plays

Damage Type: 

Slicing

Thrust

High Guard  0 /W

Falling Swing (I or S)  2 / 0

Thrust (P)  3 / 3

Sweeping Cut (S)  W/ 0

Rising Attack (I, S or P)  2 / 1

Low Guard   1 /W 

Damage Type:  

Piercing

Opponent Plays
Deal  / Suffer

Rising Attack

High Guard  2 /W
Falling Swing (I or S)  1 / 3
Thrust (P)  1 / 2 
Sweeping Cut (S)  2 / 2
Rising Attack (I, S or P)   1 / 1
Low Guard   W/W

Damage Type:  
 Choose Impact, Slicing or Piercing

Opponent Plays Deal  / Suffer

Low Guard

High Guard  W/W
Falling Swing (I or S)  W/ 2
Thrust (P)  W/ 1
Sweeping Cut (S)  W/W
Rising Attack (I, S or P)   W/W
Low Guard   W/W

Opponent Plays Deal  / Suffer

Thrust

High Guard  0 /W
Falling Swing (I or S)  2 / 0
Thrust (P)  3 / 3
Sweeping Cut (S)  W/ 0
Rising Attack (I, S or P)  2 / 1
Low Guard   1 /W 

Damage Type:  
Piercing

Opponent Plays Deal  / Suffer

Thrust

High Guard  0 /W
Falling Swing (I or S)  2 / 0
Thrust (P)  3 / 3
Sweeping Cut (S)  W/ 0
Rising Attack (I, S or P)  2 / 1
Low Guard   1 /W 

Damage Type:  

Piercing

Opponent Plays Deal  / Suffer

Thrust

High Guard  0 /W
Falling Swing (I or S)  2 / 0
Thrust (P)  3 / 3
Sweeping Cut (S)  W/ 0
Rising Attack (I, S or P)  2 / 1
Low Guard   1 /W 

Damage Type:  
Piercing

Opponent Plays Deal  / Suffer

Thrust

High Guard  0 /WFalling Swing (I or S)  2 / 0Thrust (P)  3 / 3Sweeping Cut (S)  W/ 0Rising Attack (I, S or P)  2 / 1Low Guard   1 /W 

Damage Type:  Piercing

Opponent Plays
Deal  / Suffer

Falling Swing

High Guard  W/W
Falling Swing (I or S)  0 / 0
Thrust (P)  0 / 2 
Sweeping Cut (S)  3 / 2
Rising Attack (I, S or P)   3 / 1
Low Guard   2 /W

Opponent Plays

Damage Type:  
 Choose Impact or Slicing.

Deal  / Suffer

Master Strike
Upgrade for Falling Swing

Damage Type:  
Slicing

High Guard  W
Falling Swing  0
Thrust  1 
Sweeping Cut  2
Rising Attack   3
Low Guard   2

Opponent Plays: Deal

Both players have chosen 
the Combat Card that 
enables their Signature Move 
upgrade, if  they wish. Both 
players decide they do want 
to upgrade their attack and 
signify this by flipping their 
character cards to reveal the 
card backs.

Thrust

High Guard  0 /W
Falling Swing (I or S)  2 / 0
Thrust (P)  3 / 3
Sweeping Cut (S)  W/ 0
Rising Attack (I, S or P)  2 / 1
Low Guard   1 /W 

Damage Type:  
Piercing

Opponent Plays Deal  / Suffer

It’s a big’un!Upgrade for ThrustDamage Type:  Piercing

End Step Effect: If the enemy model suffered 
1 or more Wds, it cannot take a Jog action 
until the end of the turn.

High Guard  0Falling Swing  3Thrust 
 4Sweeping Cut  WRising Attack   3Low Guard   0

Opponent Plays:
Deal

4) Players next decide 
if  they are going to 
use Signature Moves.

Seasick Stu’s Signature Move deals one addition 
damage against a Falling Swing compared to the 
standard Thrust, as well as adding an End Step effect.

B.V. Fancyhat’s Signature Move also means he will get to do 
one additional damage and even better, allows a Follow-Up 
Attack as indicated by the yellow circle.

5) Players then 
declare their 
damage type 
and apply any 
modifiers.

6) Once modifiers 
have been applied, 
players mark off the 
damage suffered on 
their health charts.

Seasick Stu’s signature move only offers Piercing as a 
damage type, which suits him just fine as it enables his 
Harpoon passive ability to grant +2 damage. So his 
attack deals 3, +3 (for the Critical Hit duplicate), +2 
= 8 Piercing Damage. However, B.V. Fancyhat’s Plate 
Armour passive ability applies a -2 Damage modifier, 
bringing the overall damage to 6.

Seasick Stu takes 2 wound. Fancyhat takes 6 wounds.

B.V. Fancyhats’ s signature move only offers Slicing as a 
damage type, but this enables his Longsword passive ability 
to grant +1 damage. So his move deals 1 + 1 = 2 Slicing 
damage. Seasick Stu has no passive abilities that reduce Slicing 
damage so he will suffer 2 wounds

Baron Von Fancyhat
Longsword: If this character deals Slicing or Piercing Melee 
Dmg, increase the Dmg dealt by +1.

Plate Armour: Reduce all non-Magical Dmg suffered  
by -2.
             

Rallying Cry (0) 8” Pulse – Once per game m. 
Energy on other friendly Humans within the pulse is 
restored up to the number of blue dots currently remaining 
on their health bar.
Reload [Shoot Pistol] (2)
The named ability can be used again. This ability cannot be 
used while this model is engaged.
             

Shoot Pistol (1) 8”  – Once per game, unless reloaded m. 
3 X : Target suffers X+1 Impact Dmg.

Catastrophe : This character suffers 3 Wds.

♥ 
Base:  

30mm

Signature Move on a Falling Swing.

mmmmm  mm

Melee ArcaneRange Evade2” 05 3
Human, Noble

Baron Von Fancyhat
Longsword: If this character deals Slicing or Piercing Melee 
Dmg, increase the Dmg dealt by +1.

Plate Armour: Reduce all non-Magical Dmg suffered  
by -2.
             

Rallying Cry (0) 8” Pulse – Once per game m. 
Energy on other friendly Humans within the pulse is 
restored up to the number of blue dots currently remaining 
on their health bar.
Reload [Shoot Pistol] (2)
The named ability can be used again. This ability cannot be 
used while this model is engaged.
             

Shoot Pistol (1) 8”  – Once per game, unless reloaded m. 
3 X : Target suffers X+1 Impact Dmg.

Catastrophe : This character suffers 3 Wds.

♥ 
Base:  

30mm

Signature Move on a Falling Swing.

mmmmm  mm

Melee ArcaneRange Evade2” 05 3
Human, Noble

Seasick Stu
Harpoon: If this character deals Impact or Slicing Melee 
Dmg, reduce the Dmg dealt by -1. If this character deals 
Piercing Melee Dmg, increase the Dmg dealt by +2.
             

Bawdy Jokes (2) 4” Pulse
All Goblins within the pulse are moved 1” directly towards 
this model. Then, all other Goblins within 1” gain 1 Energy. 
             

Rough Tides (2) 8”
3 X : Move target X” directly away from this model. 

Catastrophe : This model loses all energy.

Seasick (2) 8”
3 X : Target loses X energy.

Catastrophe : This model loses all energy.

♥ 
Base:  

30mmmmmmm  mm

Signature Move on a Thrust.

Melee ArcaneRange Evade3” -14 4
Goblin, Pirate

Seasick Stu
Harpoon: If this character deals Impact or Slicing Melee 
Dmg, reduce the Dmg dealt by -1. If this character deals 
Piercing Melee Dmg, increase the Dmg dealt by +2.
             

Bawdy Jokes (2) 4” Pulse
All Goblins within the pulse are moved 1” directly towards 
this model. Then, all other Goblins within 1” gain 1 Energy. 
             

Rough Tides (2) 8”
3 X : Move target X” directly away from this model. 

Catastrophe : This model loses all energy.

Seasick (2) 8”
3 X : Target loses X energy.

Catastrophe : This model loses all energy.

♥ 
Base:  

30mmmmmmm  mm

Signature Move on a Thrust.

Melee ArcaneRange Evade3” -14 4
Goblin, Pirate

Master Strike
Upgrade for Falling Swing

Damage Type:  
Slicing

High Guard  W

Falling Swing  0

Thrust  1 

Sweeping Cut  2

Rising Attack   3

Low Guard   2

Opponent Plays: Deal

7) Follow-Up 
Attacks.

Because B.V. Fancyhat’s 
Signature Move damage result 
against the Thrust was in a 
Yellow circle this enables a 
Follow-Up Attack. The 
Fancyhat player looks at their 
unused cards and selects a 
Thrust of  his own (ah, the 
classic parry-riposte, you old 

dog!). B.V. Fancyhat’s follow-up 
Thrust deals 3 Piercing damage, +1 from his Longsword ability, 
generating an additional 4 Piercing Damage.

Seasick Stu has no Follow-
Up Attacks. His original 
card remains face up, but 
does not get the chance to 
deal damage again this step 
no matter what move the 
opposing player chooses.

Thrust

High Guard  0 /W
Falling Swing (I or S)  2 / 0
Thrust (P)  3 / 3
Sweeping Cut (S)  W/ 0
Rising Attack (I, S or P)  2 / 1
Low Guard   1 /W 

Damage Type:  

Piercing

Opponent Plays Deal  / Suffer

9) End Step.

8) Once modifiers 
have been applied, 
players mark 
off the damage 
suffered on their 
health charts.

After an extremely bloody round of  Melee both players are alive, but with only one wound remaining each! Seasick Stu’s 
End Step effect now takes place, preventing Baron von Fancyhat from taking Jog actions this turn.

Seasick Stu takes a further 4 
wounds from the Follow-Up 
Attack, suffering 6 wounds in 
total this round.

Fancyhat suffers no 
additional wounds during 
the Follow-Up Attack.
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